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----- Original Message ----- 
From: Freyerleigh Kennels, Beardwood,R
To:StopitAll,KarenRuggles
Sent: Monday, May 12, 2008 3:45 PM

Hi Karen,

Thought it was about time I wrote the testimonial I've been promising for ages !

The Ruggle-it oil and shampoo is utterly fantastic !

I have tried it on so many things I'll try to remember them all:
● My lamb that was suffering terribly with scour was kept very clean and sore free with the shampoo. 
● My kids had been fighting the dreaded nits for months on & off, the chemicals in over the counter 

remedies are worse than sheep dip [very strong] & they only worked short term - I used the Ruggle-
it oil JUST ONCE and the nits disappeared!  Now the kids wash their hair in the medicated 
shampoo and not a problem since.  

● As the shampoo is so gentle and I have very long thick hair, I also routinely use the shampoo as it is 
chemical free so doesn't strip my hair of natural oils, plus I use the oil as a once weekly deep 
conditioner.

● The oil & shampoo added to water is a really good fly spray, in fact my gypsy horse will try to take 
the bottle out my hand to eat it, he will sniff the air all around him and I can even spray over his 
face!!

● Being a hairy, apple bummed kind of guy, he is also prone to mites & rainscald [fungus]( the water 
sits in his spinal channel ), the shampoo followed by the oil is wonderful at relieving  [helping] these.

● My little mare is on box rest at present following a puncture wound on her pastern, as the weather is 
so hot, I mist all over the stable with the fly spray mixture, which is great at keeping the flies away.

● I also use the hand made soaps and find them gorgeous to use, they have also helped in a big way 
with my sons acne [  [spottiness]

Can't think of any other uses I have at present but will let you know if I do !

With regards & many thanks

Mrs R Beardwood
www.freyaleigh-kennels.co.uk 

Many thanks to Mrs Beardwood for taking the time to write this feedback.

Note:  Whilst we are hugely grateful for all the telephone feedbacks we receive on our products, only ones 
received in writing will be considered for inclusion on this web or as part of any PR...so that readers have 

peace of mind that we're not making this up!  All quoted testimonials can be viewed at our offices.
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